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high speed solar wind streams were identified from the interplanetary scintilla-
tion measurements made at UCSD and at the Toyokawa Observatory in Japan.

- Chapter 3 describes our 1977 coronal hole observations with the Haystack
(1.94 and 3.81 cm) and Arecibo (11.5 and 21.4 cm) radio telescopes.f The Arecibo
observations were of special importance because they demonstrated tat in the
radio domain coronal holes become most clearly visible in the 10-1 cm range,
provided the radio telescope has sufficient angular resolution. Tlese observa-
tions produced a radio spectrum of a 

coronal hole.

Chapter 4 describes the international effort we organized in the ster of
1978 to obtain solar radio maps over a wide range of wavelengths. These radio
maps were made on the same days at a number of radio observatories around the
world. 'During the first observing period, July 6-10, 1978 there were no coronal
holes Vresent. During the second period, July 15-18, 1978, there were two siz-
able coronal holes, one in the northern hemisphere and the other in the southern
hemisphere. Unfortunately there were'also several active regions, which made it
difficult to establish the quiet sun level and introduced some uncertainty in the
radi spectra obtained for these two coronal holes.

o Chapter 5 describes the use of the observed radio spectra to produce models
of the solar atmosphere inside coronal holes. A ray tracing program.is used in
conjunction with a standard model for the quiet solar atmosphere to compute
brightness temperatures at different radio wavelengths, initially for the stan-
dard model and then for a series of modifications affecting the temperature,
electron density and neutral particle density profiles of the standard model in
an effort to find the profiles that would reproduce the radio spectra obtained
from our observations.

The results of this analysis indicate that inside coronal holes the follow-
ing changes occur: The chromosphere expands in height by about a factor of 2,
while the temperatures and electron and neutral particle densities decrease to
about 80% of their quiet sun values. The critical transition zone expands by a
factor of about 5-6, while the temperatures decrease to about 50% and the elec-
tron densities to about 20% of their quiet sun valuesy Finally, the corona
shows no substantial expansion, but the temperatures and electron densities
decrease to about 80% of their quiet sun values.

Appendix 1 lists the model for the quiet solar atmosphere used in this
study. Appendix 2 gives a complete listing of the computer program used in the
computation of the radio spectra for modified atmospheric profiles, as well as
a sample input and output.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Scientific Objectives

The purpose of this contract was to study coronal holes

at radio wavelengths and to use these radio observations to:

1) Identify coronal holes in solar radio maps at different

wavelengths, 2) model the structure of a coronal hole, 3)

compare different coronal holel, in order to see if there

were observable differences at radio wavelengths, and 4)

correlate the coronal hole observations with high speed

solar wind streams.

The structure of coronal holes is still not well

understood. Efforts to model coronal holes have been made by

several authors (Withbroe and Wang, 1972; tariska, 1973;

4ariska and Withbroe, 1978) using EUV data. In addition,

Chiuderi-Drago (Chiuderi-Drago, et al., 1977; Chiuderi-Drago

and Poletto, 1977; Chiuderi-Drago, 1980) has made several

attempts to model coronal holes based on radio observations.

Finally, Dulk and his co-workers (Dulk, et al., 1977) have

attempted to match the models deduced from EUV and radio

data. Unfortunately, the models derived from EUV data are in

substantial disagreement with those derived from radio data.

It is important to resolve these differences and much of our

work has been aimed toward this problem.

A clear understanding of the transition zone is of great

importance to our understanding of the coronal hole

phenomenon. As Withbroe (1978) has pointed out, "The



transport of energy by thermal conduction into the

transition zone is a primary coronal cooling mechanism."

Thus, the temperature and particle density gradients in the

transition zone are of critical importance in understanding

the energy balance of a coronal hole.

The link between large equatorial coronal holes and high

speed solar wind streams observed at the earth has been well

established (.ewpert and Pizzo, 1976; Nolte et al., 1976,

1978; 3roussard, et al., 1978). Smaller coronal holes and

coronal holes at high solar latitudes have also been related

to high speed solar wind streams (Coles and Rlckett, 1976;

Rickett, et al. 1976; Sime and Rickett, 1973; 3aker and

Papagiannis, 1980), although the correlation is less clear

for these cases. A qualitative understanding of the

relationship between a coronal hole and high speed wind

streams emanating from the coronal hole has been provided by

Konp and Orrall (1977), but a quantitative understanding

requires a detailed knowledge of the energy balance in the

coronal hole. Thus we are again brought back to the

conclusion that consistent models of coronal holes are

required to complete our understanding of the solar wind

streams.

This final report provides a complete summary of our

work on coronal holes, using radio observations as well as

interplanetary scintillation and coronal hole maps made from

FIOV data, X-Ray data, and the Helium 10830

spectroheliograms made at Kitt Peak. Chapter I describes the

identification of coronal holes on the synoptic solar radio
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maps made for other purposes at Stanford during the Skylab

period in 1973, as well as the determination of a coronal

hole radio spectrum from different observations made during

the same period. Chapter 2 describes the work we have done

on the correlation between high latitude coronal holes and

high speed solar wind streams observed far above or below

the ecliptic by interplanetary scintillation measurements.

Chapter 3 is devoted to our observations made at the

Haystack Radio Observatory and at the Arecibo Radio

Observatory during 1977. The work described in Chapters t -

3 has been described in detail in our three previous

Scientific Reports (AFGL-TR-77-0292, AFGL-TR-78-0284,

AFGL-TR-30-O123).

Chapter 4 is devoted to the presentation and analysis of

the solar radio maps made during the month of July, 1978.

These maps were made as part of an international

co-operative effort organized by us to provide solar maps

over a wide range of radio wavelengths. Finally, Chapter 5

describes the modeling process we hlave used in analyzing the

radio spectra we have obtained. This modeling process

provides us with a vertical profile of temperature and

electron density inside a coronal hole.

In addition, there are two appendices. ADpendix I gives

the electron density, neutral particle density, and

temperature profiles of the photosphere, chromosphere,

transition zone and corona that we have used as a standard

model of the quiet solar atmosphere. Appendix IT gives a

listing of the computer program that was used to modify the
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standard solar atmosphere model and then trace ray paths

through the atmosphere to determine radio brightness

temperatures at different wavelengths. In addition to the

program itself, we have included a sample input and output

of this program.

2. Personnel

The period covered by this contract extended from July

1, 1977 to September 30, 1980. The principal investigator

was Prof. Michael D. Papagiannis. From July, 1977 to

September, 1978, Dr. Fred Wefer worked on the project as a

post-doctoral research associate, while from January 1,

1979 to the end of the contract period, this position was

held by Or. Kile Baker. At various times during the period

coveredI by the contract, three students (Terry Varner,

iichael Van Steenberg, and Michele de la Pena) worked on

various tasks of the project.

3. Publications

During the period covered by the contract, two papers,

four scientific reports including this final report, and

five abstracts have been published pertaining to the work of

the contract. These publications are listed below:

Papers

"Coronal tIoles at 11.5 and 21 cm observed with the

Arecibo Radio Telescope", M.D. PapaRiannis and

F.L. kefer; Nature, 273, 520, 1978.

|-



"Synoptic Charts of Solar 9.1 cm and Coronal Hole

Data", F.L. Wefer and 1.). Papafiannts; Solar

Physics, 67, 13, 1980.

Scientific Reports

"The Radio Spectrum of Coronal Hole 1", F.L. Vefer and

M.D. Papagiannis; AFGL-TR-77-0292, 3uston Univ.,

Ser. II, No. 65, 1977.

"Synoptic Charts of Coronal Holes and 9.1 cm Solar Data

from May Through August 1973", F.L. Wefer, M.D.

Papagiannis, 1.F. Van Steenberg, T.M. Varner;

AFGL-TR-78-0234, Boston 1Univ., Ser. Ii, 1o. 68,

1979.

"Correlation of !ligh Latitude Coronal Ioles with Solar

Wind Streams qlh Above or Below the Ecliptic",

K.B. Baker ar' A.D. Papagiannis; AFGL-TR-80-0123,

Boston Univ., Ser. I , No. 71, 1980.

"Radio Studies o Coronal 'toles", 11.1). Papagiannis and

K.B. Baker; AFGL-TR-31-O053, Boston Univ., Ser.

II, No. 72, 1981.

Abstracts

"Coronal Role Observations at 1420 and 2600 Milz with

the Arecibo Radio Telescope", M.D. Papagiannis and

F.L. Wefer; Bull. AAS, 9, 617, 1977.

"Observations of Enhanced Radio Emission at 15 Gflz from

a Coronal Ifole Region", F.L. Wefer and M.D.

Papagiannis; Bull. AAS, 9, 617, 1977.

"The Radio Spectrum of Coronal holes", I.D.

Papagiannnis and F.L. Wefer; EOS, 59, 367, 1973.
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"Synoptic Charts of Coronal !loles and 9.1 cm Data from

ta v T hi r o ,*, A u ,u st 1973"1, F. . ',Je f e , c I ,.

il a,, in is, :1 11 . Va n S tee nberg, a nd T . 'I. Va rn er;

-Bull. AAS, 10, 684, 1978.

"Solar Wind Streams at igh Solar Latitudes and Their

Correlation to Coronal 1Boles", A.D. Papagiannis

and K.B. Baker, EOS, 61, 1095, 1980.
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Chapter 1

RADIO OBSERVATIONS OF CORONAL HOLES FROM TIlE SKYLAB PERIOD

1.1. The Radio Spectrum of Coronal H1ole I

Although by 1977 a number of groups had observed coronal

holes at radio wavelengths (Dulk and Sheridan, 1974; Furst

and 1lirth, 1975; Wefer, et al., 1976; Wefer and 3letweiss,

1976; Kundu and Liu, 1976; Chiuderi-Drago, 1974; Lantos

and Avingnon, 1975; Covington, 1976), no one had analysed a

single coronal hole at many different wavelengths covering a

wide range of the radio spectrum. During the eight day

period from June 25, 1973 to July 2, 1973 the coronal hole

designated by the Skylab Workshop on coronal holes as CI1

was visible on the solar disk. On June 28, 1973 solar radio

maps were made independently by several groups at several

different radio observatories and different radio

wavelengths: 8.6 mm and 2.0 cm - La Posta Observatory, 3.8

cm - NEROC Iaystack Observatory, 9.1 cm - Stanford Radio

Astronomy Institute, 21 cia - University of Sydney La Fletirs

Radio Astronomy Field Station. On subsequent passages of the

coronal hole, it was observed at three additionai

wavelengths: 2.8 cm - Bonn 100-m radio telescope, 1.8 m and

3.75 m - Culgoora radioheliograph.

Wefer and Papagiannis (1977) analysed these radio maps

In detail and presented a radio spectrum of this hole by

choosing a point inside the coronal hole and normalizing the

brightness temperatures at each radio wavelength with the

corresponding brightness temperatures of the solar disk
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outside the coronal hole at the same radial distance from

the center of the disk. The combined observations were used

to produce the radio spectrum shown in Figure 1. This

analysis indicated an enhancement of approximately 2% in the

radio emission around 2.0 cm, which was consistent with the

previous observations by Wefer, et al. (1976). At 2.8 cm the

bri itness temperature of the coronal hole is beginning to

be clearly less than the solar disk value, and by 21 ca the

bri ,h tness temperature has decreased to about 30% below the

normal disk value. The minimum of the spectrum, i.e. the

lowest value of the brightness temperature inside the

coronal hole relative to the brightness temperature outside

the coronal hole, appears to occur somewhere between 21 cm

and I m.

The small enhancement (about 2%) at 2.0 cm was then and

still remains a controversial point. The enhancement appears

to be quite definite in the 1973 observations. The question

of a possible enhancement at 2.0 cm in other coronal holes

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 when we

consider the 1978 observations.

One other imoortant feature of our analysis of C111 radio

data was the discovery that the coronal hole could indeed be

observed in the 9.1 cm radio maps from Stanford. The

Stanford people themselves had claimed to be unable to see

coronal holes In their data. The fact that our radio

spectrum indicates that one ought to be able to see coronal

holes around 9 cm as 10-20% depressions in the brightness

temperature relative to the solar disk background lead us to
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o back through all the 9.1 c-n Stanford maps that were

available during the Skylab period in a search for coronal

holes. The results of that search are presented in the next

section.

A detailed description of our work on Cli! is available

in our Scientific Report No. 1, AFGL-TR-77-0292, Dec. 1977

ov F.L. Wefer and A.D. Papagiannis.

1.2. Identification of Coronal Holes on the Stanford 9.1 cm

Synoptic Charts

The period from lay 28, 1973 to August 11, 1973 was an

ideal period for the study of coronal holes because it was

the only time at which solar X-Ray data from ATH-Skylab and

9.1 cn radio maps from the Stanford Radio Astronomy

Institute were simultaneously available. In addition, it was

a period near solar minimum when large transequatorial

coron:-l holes were present on the sun.

Our study of the radio spectrum of coronal hole Cdl

(Wefer and Papagiannis, 1977) had demonstrated that a

coronal hole could easily be seen at 9.1 cm. Graf and

Uracewell (1975) had produced synoptic charts of the 9.1 cm

data for each solar rotation from June, 1962 up to August,

1973, when the 9.1 cm system was shut down. In their charts

the emphasis was placed on active regions and the lowest

contoured level was at a brightness temperature of 40,000 K.

The central disk brightness temperature for the quiet sun at
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9.1 cm is approximately 30,000 K, and since at this

wavelength coronal holes manifest themselves as 10-20%

depressions in the brightness temperature relative to the

quiet sun background, it is understandable why the synoptic

charts produced by (raf and 3racewell did not show any

coronal holes.

Graf and Bracewell kindly provided us with the computer

tapes of the daily data of their 9.1 cm observations, and

from these data, we produced our own synoptic charts,

emphasizing contours near and below the quiet sun level. The

basic procedure was a simple one. On each day, we extracted

the data corresponding to the central meridian and collected

30 days worth of data to form a grid from which a synoptic

contour map was drawn covering slightly more than one

Carrington rotation. Since this method produced charts based

only on central meridian data, they are suitable only for

studying long-lived coronal holes. As a check on the results

obtained in this fashion, we also constructed a few charts

using data just to the left or right of the central

meridian. These charts showed the same general features as

the central meridian charts, but differed somewhat in the

finer (and shorter-lived) details.

A typical synoptic chart is shown in Figure 2. The

shaded areas show the positions of coronal holes as

determined from the ATM-Skylab data (Nolte, et al., 1976b)

for rotation 1602. In this chart, CHIi (near longitude zero)

and C115 (near longitude 2600) are clearly manifested as

depressions in the 9.1 cm emission. Coronal hole C113, as
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well as several smaller coronal holes, did not show up in

the 9.1 cm chart, probably because their sizes are smaller

than the beamwidth of the Stanford antenna and the

additional side-lobe interference from nearby active

regions.

A complete description of this work is included in our

Scientific Report No. 2, AFGL-TR-78-0284, January 1979 by

F.L. Wefer, M.D. Papagiannis, T. Varner and A. Van

Steenberg, and in the paper, "Synoptic Charts of Solar 9.1

cm and Coronal Hole Data" by F.L. Wefer and M.D. Papagiannis

(1980).
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Chapter 2

1uIGi LATITUDE CORONAL HOLES AllD T1EIR CORRELATION TO

HIGI LATITUDE INTERPLANETARY SCINTILLATION

2.1. The Correlation of IPS and Coronal Hole Data

Although the correlation between large equatorial

coronal holes and high speed solar wind streams observed

near the earth has been well established (Krieger, et al.,

1973; Kopn and Orrall, 1977; Hlundhausen, 1977), the

generalization that all coronal holes are sources of high

speed solar wind streams is not well established. In fact,

'lundhausen (1977) has suggested that the correlation may not

hold true for smaller coronal holes.

A general correlation between large coronal holes and

high solar wind velocities, derived from interplanetary

scintillation (IPS) measurements, was obtained in the 70's

at the University of California, San Diego by Rickett, et

al. (1976). They found that about half of the large coronal

hole passages seen over several solar rotations were

associated with high speed solar wind streams.

Rlecently, Coles, et al. (1980) have correlated the

average solar wind speed observed at high solar latitudes

with the size of the polar coronal hole. They have shown

that as tle solar cycle approaches maximum, the polar

coronal hole decreases in size and the average solar wind

speed at high solar latitudes diminishes.

Nevertheless, a definitive correlation showing a

connection between specific high latitude coronal holes and
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high speed solar wind streams corresponding to similar high

solar latitudes had not been attempted. To this end we -, ide

a nore detailed correlation analysis between the velocities

of solar wind streams high above or below tile ecliptic

obtained from IPS data, and the positions and shapes of high

solar latitude coronal holes obtained from coronal hole

0

synoptic maps constructed from the 10330 A HeLiu ,

spectroheliograms.

For the past several years there have been only two

groups making daily interplanetary scintillation

measurements, namely, the group headed by Coles at UCSD and

the group headed by Watanabe and Kakinuma at the Toyokawa

Observatory in Japan. We utilized both sets of data in our

correlation in order to provide as complete a coverage in

time as possible and whenever possible to provide a check of

one set against the other. Our study covered the two anti a

half year period from January 1, 1977 to June 30,1979. F'or

the first year and a half (Jan.1, 1977 to June 30,1978) we

had IPS data from both UCSD) and Toyokawa. For the last year,

however, we only had data from UCSD because the Toyokawa

data had not yet been processed and published.

The position and shapes of coronal holes were determined

from the published monthly synoptic charts (Solar

Geophysical Data Prompt Reports) made by Dr. J. 1harvey from

from the Kitt Peak Helium 10830 X spectroheliograms. It

should be noted, however, that because of the difficulties

involved In interpreting these spectroheliograms, there is

some uncertainty In the details and exact boundaries of the
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coronal holes shown in the monthly synoptic charts. In

addition, for the coronal holes present in July, 1978, we

have also made use of our radio observations to determine

the structure and boundaries of the coronal holes. This work

is discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and the radio maps are

shown in Figures 23 - 44.

The method of analysis was a simple one. If the point of

naximum scintillation, P, for a particular radio source (see

Figure 3) corresponded to a solar latitude that would

intersect the boundaries of a coronal hole, we looked at the

IPS data to determine if a high speed solar wind stream was

present. We would expect the coronal hole to produce a

scintillation effect (a high speed wind stream) when it is

pointed toward the point of maximum scintillation. The

actu'il effect, however, would be delayed by approximately

one day, which is the time it would take for the high soeeA

*,j 1 ind trean to advance froma tie coronal hole to the

scintillation point. The actual magnitude of the delay is a

function of the solar wind speed and the distance of the

scintillation point from the sun and can be computed through

an Iterative procedure.

To determine the correlation we had to define a set of

criteria for determining how good a particular correlation

was. i4e defined four categories for the correlation:

1) Very Good - High speed solar wind streams were

observed on the expected dates. The increase in

wind speed was significant (25% or more). If the

boundary of the coronal hole was such that the
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scintillation point passed in and out of the

coronal hole area more than once, this should be

reflected in the IPS data.

2) Good - A significant increase in the solar wind,

followed by a corresponding decrease, must have

occurred within 2 days of the expected dates.

3) Fair - The solar wind speed must have been higher

than average during most of the expected period

(with a tolerance of 2 days).

4) Poor - The solar wind speed stayed near the

average value or decreased during the dates of

expected high sp.eed solar wind.

Utilizing these criteria, we were able to analyse a total of

26 cases and classify them in one of the above four

categories. We were unable to classify seven other cases due

to a lack of all the needed data. As can be seen from the

histogoram of the 26 cases analysed (Figure 4), the

correlation In about 50% of the cases was either "Very Good"

r)r "Good", while in fewer than 25% of the cases the

correlation was "Poor".

Considering the assumptions (radial propagation of

solar wind streams, constant solar wind velocity along the

radial path, etc.) involved In this analysis, the sizable

uncertainties in the solar wind speeds deduced from IPS

measurements, as well as the uncertainties in the positions

and boundaries of coronal holes deduced from the 10830

synoptic charts, the overall correlation is surprisingly

,ood. We conclude that it is certainly true that a
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si.nificant fraction (probably most) of the high solar

latitude coronal holes are sources of high speed solar wind

streams. Nevertheless, it is also quite possible that, like

the equatorial coronal holes, some high latitude coronal

holes do not produce high speed solar wind streams on a

continuous basis, although at various stages in their

evolution, they may do so. It is also quite evident that the

stren4th of the solar wind streams is related to the size of

the coronal hole. It is quite possible therefore that some

of the smaller streams are totally missed, either because of

their relatively short duration and our limited means of

observation, or because they get dissipated or diverted in

interplanetary space before they reach the expected point P

of maximum scintillation.

A complete description of this study, along with the

data used is given in our Scientific Report No. 3,

APCAL-TR-3O-123, April, 1980 by K.B. Baker and '.D.

Pa on iannis.
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Chapter 3

OBSERVATIONS OF CORONAL H1OLES AT AiRECI BO AND IAYSTACK

IN SEPTEMBER OF 1977

3.1. Coronal H1ole Observations at 11.5 and 21 cm with the

Arecibo Radio Telescope in 1977

During the five day period from August 31 to September

4, 1977, we obtained seven maps of the sun at 11.5 cm and

21 cm using the Arecibo radio telescope. These solar maps

were made by two different methods. In the drift scan method

the telescope remained stationary and the sun was allowed to

drift past the beam of the antenna. Each scan took about 4

minutes and the total map, consisting of 21 scans, took

about 1.5 hours. In the second method the antenna was driven

at twice the siderial rate while executing a boustrophedonic

raster. This method made it possible to cut the time

required for each map in half and allowed us to make naps at

both 11.5 cm and 21 cm during the approximately two hour

period around local noon that the sun can be observed with

the Arecibo radio telescope at this time of the year. We

were thus able to make seven solar maps during this five day

observing period.

This was the first time that the Arecibo radio

telescope was used to make solar maps. The Arecibo dish was

of unique value for this project because of its high

sensitivity (-1% of solar disk background) and its high
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an,;ular resolution (3-4 arcmin) at decimeter (11.5 and 21

c i) wavelengths. The discovery that coronal holes becone

clearly visible at these wavelengths confirmed the

importance of the Arecibo radio telescope for decimetric

solar observations.

The results of this project are shown in Figure 5, which

shows five of the solar maps made during this five day

perioJ. The coronal hole boundaries indicated on each man
0

were obtained from the Kltt Peak 10830 A spectroheliograms,

which wore provided by Dr. J.1larvey of the Kitt Peak

Jbservatory. These spectroheliograms are used for an optical

identificatlon of coronal holes in the absence of X-ray or

UIV observations. The 10,3() A spectrohellograin for September

2, 1 77 is also shown in Figure 5.

The coronal hole In the southern hemisphere is very

obvious andI is very similar in shape and position to the

coronal hole seen in the 10830 A spectroheliogram. The

coronal hole in the northern hemisphere was much narrower

and was therefore more difficult to observe at radio

wavl,!.ngths. Nevertheless, a depression in radio emission is

clearly visible in the region of the north pole.

Cnfortunately, the pictuire in the north is confused by the

presence of several filaments (indicated by dark wiggly

lines) which also show up as depressions at radio

wavelengths (Straka, Papagiannis and Kogut, 1975).

This work Is more fully reported in the article,

"Coronal holes at 11.5 and 21 cm observed with the Arecibo

radio telescope", In Nature by A.D. Papagiannis and F L.

Wefor, 197,1.
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3.2. Coronal 'lole Ocservat ions at llaystack and La Posta in

19 77

In addition to the Arecibo radio maps, we were also able

during the same period to make radio maps at 3.81 cm and

1.94 cm using the Haystack Observatory radio telescope.

These maps, alon-; with maps at 2.0 cm and 0.36 cm from the

La Posta Observatory are shown in Figure 6. The position of

the coronal holes and filaments are also indicated on these

maps. The coronal holes appear as sli-ht depressions at 3.31

cm. At 2.0 cm and 1.94 cm, the holes anpear as slight

enhancements. This apparent enhancement will be discussed in

more detail in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.3. The Radio Spectrum of the September 1977 Coronal Hole

From our observations at Arecibo and 1laystack, combined

with additional solar radio mans made by the La Posta

observatory in California, we were able to determine a

partial radio spectrum of this coronal hole (Figure 7). The

results are quite consistent with those for CTlI in 1973

(Figure I in Chapter 1) particularly with respect to the

approximately 2% enhancement around 2 cm.
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Chapter 4

CORONAL HOLE RADIO OBSERVATIONS DURING JULY 197a

4.1. International Effort

From the previous work it had become clear that

simultaneous observations of coronal holes over a wide range

of radio wavelengths would allow us to determine the radio

spectrum of coronal holes, which would be of great value in

our effort to understand the internal structure and the

physics of coronal holes. It would also he useful to have a

certain amount of redundancy in the observations to insure a

higher level of dependability on the data.

Starting early in 1978 we began to organize an

international co-operative effort to observe coronal holes

at many different radio wavelengths. The project was well

received by many groups around the world and the tine period

selected for this combined effort was July of 1973. The

month of July was chosen primarily because we wanted to

include observations at 21 cm and 11.5 cm from the Arecibo

observatory which can observe the sun only during the summer

and allows the longest observing time near the sumner

solstice. In addition, most of the participatin ,

observatories were located in the northern hemisphere and

would be expected to have better observing conditions during

the summer months. In order to increase the probability that

a coronal hole would be present on the solar Iisk during our

pbservations, we decided to use two separate observing

periods of about five days each separated by about ten days.
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The two periods were JuLy 6-1(0 and July 15-13, 1978.

TABLE 1

Observatory Location Size Wavelengths(cm) Resolution

U.irit.Col. Canada 51n 0.41 4.0

La Posta California 18.3m 2.0, 0.86 4', 2.8'

ILavstack Aassachusetts 36.6m 3.81, 1.93 4.4', 2.2'

1.38, 0.69 1.6', 0.3'

Itapetinga Irazil 13.7 m 1.39, 0.70 4', 2'

Tovokawa Japan 437m 8.0, 3.0 2' , 2'

Arecibo Puerto Rico 300m 21.4, 11.5 3.8', 3.3'

Culv:oora Australia 2000m 187, 375 4', 3'

The participating groups, the sizes of their radio

telescopes, the wavelengths at which they were making solar

'aps, and the angular resolution of these naps are

summarized in Table 1. Unfortunately the radio maps from the

Tovokawa observatory and the University of British Columbia

had severe sidelobe problems and difficulties with the

processing of their radio data which made these maps

virtually useless for studying coronal holes. These maps,

therefore, were not Included in our analysis.

4.2. First Period Observations (July 6-1 1978)

The first period chosen for the radio observations was

from .July 6 to July 10, 1978. Not all observatories were

able to make observations for the entire period, but there
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is nonetheless a reasonable overlap of dates from all

observatories. Tahle 2 1 Ists the solar parameters, P, 0 ,

and L0  (Carrington Longitude of the Central leridian) at

0000 UT for each of the six days of the first period.

TABLE 2
Solar Parameters at 0000 UT

DATE O B P
7-6 235 +3.4 -0.6

7-7 272 3.5 -0.1
7-3 259 3.6 +0.3
7-9 246 3.7 +0.3

7-10 232 3.8 +1.2

Table 3 lists the participating observatories and indicates

the wavelengths and the days on which each observatory made

its observations.

TABLE 3

Participating Observatories - First Period Observations

July Date

Observatory Wavelength(cm) 6 7 8 9 10

La Posta 0.86 X X K K X

La Posta 2.00 X X X X
"laystack 0.69 X X

laystack 1.38 X X X

Haystack 1.93 X X X

Hlaystack 3.81 X X

Itapetinga 0.70 X X X
Itapetinga 1.39 X X X

Arecibo 1 1.5 X X X

Arecibo 21 .4 X X

Culgoora 187 X

Culgoora 375 X K

As is clear from Table 3, July 8 is the date on which the

most complete coverage is available.

The first period turned out to be a poor one for the
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purpose of observing coronal holes. The Helium 10330 A data

show only the usual small polar depressions. The helium

synoptic map from Kitt Peak for half a Carrington rotation

centered approximately on July 7 is shown in Figtre 3. There

are no coronal holes but there are several active regions

present. These active regions can also he clearly seen in

the Tla and Calcium pictures of the sun for this period. The

ida picture from Sacramento Peak and the MacMath-flulbert

Calcium Report for July 8 are also shown in Figure 8. The

three largest active regions are Mcath 15335, 15391, and

15393. The Ha picture shows a very clearly defined filament

in the northern hemisphere at an approximate Carrington

longitude of 240 . Thus, during the first period this

filament is always on the east side of the central meridian.

It is important to note the position of this filament,

since, as mentioned above, large filaments appear very

similar to coronal holes on radio maps.

Radio Mlaps for July 6-10,1978

Figures 9 - 20 show representative naps from the first

period observations. Although some details vary from day to

day, the important features are relatively constant over the

five day period from July 6 to July 10.

The shortest wavelength data available are the 0.69 cm

maps from the HIaystack observatory. At this very short

wavelength all the information comes from deep in the

chromosphere and all solar features, Including the active
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rejion:;, show very little contrast with the surroundini;

Vuict irea. Still, the active reRions can be seen, as well

as the suggestion of ;a slight depression corresponding to

the position of the filament in the northeast. The

Itapetinga maps at 0.70 cm for the first period were marred

by spurious readings. We have cleaned up the map by

interpolation to remove the spurious data, but the resultant

'laps show few features.

The 'taystAck 1.33 cm maps and the Itapetinga 1.39 cm

iiaps hoth clearly show the active regions and the filament

in tiie northeast. The Itapetinga naps were again marred by

spurious data, but in regions where we can be sure the

ltapetin a maps are reasonably clean, the features are quite

consistent with the flaystack maps.

The La Posta 2.0 cm maps and the flaystack 1.93 cm maps

are 'ilso quite consistent. 3oth show the active regions as

ster's4 enhiancements and the filament as a slig ht depression.

rho, !ay stack :7aps also have a suggestion of a depression

slightly east of the central meridian in the far south. The

:;ac 'eak 'oLl map indicates the presence of a small filament

II th is reli on, which is probably the source of this

dvp ress ion.

,he Arecibo naps at 11.5 cm and 21.4 cm show the active

regiaos ant the filament in the northeast quite clearly.

The Ion;, aavelength maps from the Culgoora Observatory

(I."17 : and 3.75 m) show much less detail than the other

radio maps. The active regions can be seen at both

wavelengt hs, but at the shorter wavelength the maps are
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confused by negative sidelobes from these active regions. *Xn

additional complication in interpreting these maps is that

the sun was very low in tile sky during these July

observations at Culgoora. Refraction of these long

wavelength radio waves through tile earth's atmosphere

displaces the radio image of the sun from the ephemeris

position, making it difficult to determine the precise

position of the observed features on the solar disk.

Unfortunately these maps were only available in the form of

finished contour :naps and not in the form of data points.

This made it impossible for us to re-contour the maps with

emphasis on contours near the quiet sun level.

4.3. Second Period Observations (July 15-13, 1978)

The coverage of the radio spectrum during the second

period was more complete than for the first period. Table 4

lists the solar parameters for the four days of the second

period and Table 5 lists the participating observatories,

wavelengths, and the days each observatory made its

observations. July 16 and 17 are the dates with the best

cove rage.

TABLE 4

Solar Parameters at 0000 UT

DATE L B P
7-15 166 4.3 3-4

7-16 153 4.4 3.9
7-17 140 4.5 4.4
7-18 127 4.6 4.8

0The hlelium 10330 A spectroheliogram for July 16 is shown
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in Fi,,ire 21, and the Hlelium synoptic chart for the half

C( rrigtion rotation centered approximately on July 16 is

shown in Fiure 22. The outlines of the coronal hole; are

also shown as they were drawn by Jack Harvey, of the Kitt

Peak Observatory, who kindly provided us with these maps.

The nelium data show a large coronal hole extending from the

south pole toward the equator, a small hole at latitude I0OS

;a 1 a sonewhat Ia rge r hole at latitude 40°N. number of

active re-Ions are also present.

TABLE 5

Partictpatin; Observatories - Second Period Observations

July Date

Observatory dAve length(cm) 15 16 17 13

La Posta 0.86 X X X X
La Po-t;t 2.00 X X X X
laystdck 0.69 X X X
laystack I .38 X X X

haystack 1 .93 X X X
lavstack 3.3 1 X X X
I ta et in:a 0.70 X X X
I taoet in ;a 1 .39 X X X
Areciho 11 .5 X X X
Areci)o 21 .4 X X X
,u1I loo ra 187 XV

Cu Ioo ra 375 X X X

The Sac Peak :i1~ picture (Figure 22) for July 16 also

shows several strong; active regions as well as several

filaments. Also shown in Figure 22 is the Mc'lath-liulbert

Calciu.n Report. The most prominent active region is c'lath

15413.

The coronal hole in the south lies in a relatively

quiet area of the sun which should make it easily detectable
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at radio wavelengths. On the other hand, the coronal hole in

the northern hemisphere lies very close to the large

filament between Mc4ath 15410 and ?Icath 15415, which makes

it difficult to identify the coronal hole at radio

wavelengths.

A,
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Radio tLaps for July 15-18, 1978

Figures 23 - 44 show some of the maps for the second

period observations. Special emphasis has been placed on the

maps for the two days July 16 and July 17, since these two

Jays represent the lays for which we have the most complete

wavelength coverage.

As with the first period maps, the shortest wavelength

maps show little contrast. The Haystack 0.69 cm maps are

virtually devoid of features other than the strong active

regions. The Itapetinga maps at 0.70 cm show a distinct

depression in the southern hemisphere corresponding in

position to the coronal hole. In contrast, however, the 0.36

cm maps from La Posta show only the filament and coronal

hole in the northeast as depressions.

The Ihaystack maps at 1.38 cm also show distinct

differences from the Itapetinga maps at 1 .39 cm. The

Ilaystack maps show clear depressions in both the north and

the south. In both cases, however, the position of the

depression is shifted to the west of the position of the

coronal hole as determined from the Helium 10430 X charts.

This apparent shift in the position had also been noted in

previous observations (Wefer and Papagiannis, 1977).

The laystack maps also show a depression on the east limb

in the southern hemisphere. The Ila pictures show several

small filaments in this region of the east limb which are

probably unresolved in the radio maps and show up as a

single extended depression. The Itapetinga maps at 1.39 cm

show only a slight suggestion of the depression in the
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north, while the depression in the south appears to be

merely an extension of the large depression coming from the

east limb. Presumably the differences between the Ilaystack

and Itapetinga maps reflects the difference in angular

resolution of the two antennas. At Haystack the resolution

is about 1.6 arcmin at 1.38 cm while at Itapetinga the

resolution is only about 4 arcmin. Thus, the nearby active

regions mask the coronal holes in the Itapettnga niaps,

whereas the Haystack antenna was able to resolve these as

separate features.

The :aps at 1.93 c i (Hiavstack) and 2.0 c.) (La Posts)

aoth show slight depressions corresponding to the coronal

hole in the south. As with the 1.38 cm maps, the position of

the coronal hole appears to be shifted to the west of its

position in the 4elium 10830 X maps. Indeed, this westward

shift is a consistent feature of the longer wavelength maps.

In the north, the Haystack maps show the coronal hole as a

distinct depression. Slightly west of the depression,

however, is a small region of enhanced emission. This

enhancement does not correspond to any clear features in the

lia or Calcium spectroheliograms, but it does appear to be

real.

The La Posta 2.0 cm maps indicate a slight enhancement

in the reg'.on of the northern coronal hole. This

disagreement between Haystack maps and La Posta maps may be

the result of differences in angular resolution. The regions

of enhanced emission seen in the Haystack maps as separate

features are probably masking the slight depression of the
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coronal hole in the La Posta maps. If slight enhancements

near the boundary of a coronal hole are common features,

this may explain the previous results of Wefer, et al.

(1970), Wefer and 3leiweiss (1976), and our own results from

1977 (see Chapter 3), where coronal holes appeared as

enhancements of about I - 2 /. at 2.0 cm.

The !laystack maps at 3.31 cm show the usual active

regions as well as the coronal holes in both the north and

the south. As with the 1.93 cm maps, these maps show a small

region of enhanced emission slightly to the west of the

northern coronal hole.

The Arecibo maps at both 21.4 cm and 11.5 cm show both

coronal holes quite clearly, including the eastward

extension of the southern coronal hole. The depression on

the east limb is also clearly visible as a -eparate feature.

As before, the active regions are also prominent features.

As was the case during the first period observations,

the ,Lulgoora maps at 1.37 m and 3.75 m are more difficult to

interpret than the other maps, due to the uncertainty about

the position of the solar disk and the coarse contour

intervals in the solar maps provided. At 3.75 m, the most

prominent feature is the large bright region near the

center, which is probably the strong active region Mclath

15403. South of this feature is a slight depression which

corresponds in position to the coronal hole. As usual, the

1.87 a maps show many more features than the 3.75 m maps.

Again, sidelobes create major difficulties in interpreting

these naps. There appear to be two regions of depressed
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emission in the south, with the eastern one corresponding

more closely in position to the coronal hole.

4.4. The Spectra of the Second Period Coronal Holes

Determining a spectrum for a coronal hole is a rather

difficult task when there are many active regions on the

solar disk. The spectrum is actually the ratio of the

brightness temperature inside the coronal hole at a

particular wavelength to the brightness temperature that we

would have observed in the same region if the coronal hole

had not been present. The best approach for determining the

values for the quiet sun is to measure the brightness

temperature in a quiet area at the same distance from the

center of the solar disk and at the same latitude as the

coronal hole. Unfortunately, when there are many active

regions present, such quiet areas become difficult to find,

especially since the relatively large beamwidths of the

antennas increase the area of the solar disk affected by the

active regions.

This problem was especially acute during the second

period, when two coronal holes, one in the northern and one

in the southern hemisphere, were situated near the central

meridian at approximately the same distance from the center

of the solar disk. In addition, four active regions were

nearly symmetrically arranged in the four quadrants of the

solar disk. This made it unusually difficult to determine

the appropriate quiet solar brightness temperatures, which

Introduced some additional uncertainty in the determination
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of the radio spectra.

ln this section we will determine the spectra of the two

coronal holes, the one in the south and the one in the

north, on two consecutive days, July 16 and 17. The

determination of the brightness temperature ratio will be

discussed for each map. The Toyokawa naps will not be used

because severe s idelobe problems make them completely

unreliable .

The Spectrum of' the Northern Coronal [ole - July 16, 1978

The coronal hole in the north was an isolated hole, not

connected to the polar coronal hole. Since this hole does

not cover a wide range of latitudes, there is no point in

trying to get a spectrum at several different points within

the hole. Indeed, such an attempt would probably simply

result in misinformation because near the boundary the

antenna beams would be seeing as much area outside the area

of the coronal hole as inside. We will therefore look for

the point of maximum contrast.

In IetermJiing the spectrum of a coronal hole when we

had two maps at very similar wavelengths we used the map

with the higher resolution. Thus, we have chosen the

laystack map at 1.93 c:n in preference to the La Posta 2.0 cm

nap and the Hlaystack naps at 1.38 cm and 0.69 cm in

preference to the Itapetinga maps at 1.39 cm and 0.70 cm.

Table 6 lists the observatories; wavelengths; the

quiet sun brightness temperatures, Tq in relative units; the

coronal hole brightness temperatures, Th in the same units;
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and the ratios of these two brightness temperatures for the

northern co-onal hole on July 16, 197B. The Culsoora maip is

difficult to interpret and the brightness temperature ratio

at 375 cm must be treated with caution. The values obtained

taost likely represent a lower bound, and the spectral value

at 375 cm could be considerably closer to 1.

TABLE 6

Spectrum of the Northern Coronal Hole - July 16

Observatory X(cm) Tq Th Th/Tq

Culgoora 375 356 306 0.86

Arecibo 21 .4 80 55 0.69

Arecibo 11.4 85 70 0.82

Haystack 3.81 100 92 0.92

Haystack 1.93 100 95 0.95

Haystack 1.38 99 97 0.9S

La Posta 0.86 36.5 36 0.99

Haystack 0.69 85 85 1.00

Of particular interest are the I1aystack observations.

Tile region in the northern hemisphere corresponding most

closely to the coronal hole, as determined from the 10330 .

Helium maps and the Arecibo radio maps, is a region of

distinctly lower brightness than the quiet sun level.

However, at the northeastern boundary of the coronal hole

region the 3.81 cm map shows the suggestion of an

enhancement. Furthermore, at 1.93 cm and 1.38 cm these

regions appear as very distinct enhancements approximately



2- . r , hri hter tha 1 tile expected quiet son level . This

enhancene[t is consistent with that previously reported by

Wefer, et al. (1976) and Wefer and Papagiannis (1977) for

coronal holes around 2 cm. Since the spatial resolution of

the La Posta telescope used by Wefer et al. is much poorer

than the lavstack telescope, it is conceivable that what was

being, observed were similar small enhancenients near the

coronal hole boundaries. Although no plage area can be seen

i1 the nei ghhorhood of this enhancement, it is quite

ps s i1e that near the boundaries of a coronal hole, closed

nainetic field lines lead to higher densities and hence in

so:ne cases to regions of slightly enhanced emission.

rihe Spectrum of the Nortkhern Coronal Aole - July 17 , 1973

')o July 17, we have an additional map from Culgoora,

A\utralia, 'iut we are missing the 0.6 9  cm map from tlie

Ilayst ak observatory. The Culgoora 160 M'lz map is

complicated by sidelobe problems, which make it impossible

to l-,cate the coronal holes unambiguously and to determine a

relative brightness temperature for them.

rable 7 presents the results for July 17. The spectrum

is quite consistent with the results of July 16. The

contrast appears to he slightly greater at 11.5, 3.81, and

1.38 cm, but the error bars for these measurements are about

Z-3Z so these differences are not serious. We note again

that the coronal hole appears as a depression at 1. 9 3 cm and

aain there are two small enhancements (about 2-3%) near the

northeaitern boundary of the coronal hole.
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TABLE 7

Spectrun of the Northern Coronal Hole - July 17

Observatory A (cmn) Tq Th  ThlTq

Culgoora 375 337 239 0.36

Arecibo 21.4 80 55 0.69

Arecibo 11.5 85 65 0.76

Haystack 3.81 100 87 O.S7

laystack 1.93 100 95 0.95

Haystack 1.38 100 95 0.95

La Posta 0.86 36 35.5 0.99

Itapetinga 0.70 96 95 o.99

Figure 45 shows the spectra for the northern coronal

hole for both days. The solid line is the spectrum for July

16, while the dashed line is the spectrum for July 17. The

error bars were estimated directly from the maps.
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The Spectra of the Southern Coronal Hole - July 16

The southern coronal hole consists of two parts. The

primary hole is an extension of the polar coronal hole,

which reaches a latitude of approximately 30 S. The other

part is a small coronal hole northeast of the main extension

at about 10 S latitude.

TARLE 3

Spectra for the Southern Coronal Hole - July 16

Disk Limb

Obs. X(cm) Tq Th Th/Tq Tq rh Th/Tq

Culgoora 375 330 300 0.91 200 10 0.9o

Areclbo 21.4 100 65 0.65 100 35 0.35

Arecibo 11.5 110 75 0.68 90 70 0.78

11aystack 3.31 100 92 0.92 96 90 0.94

ilaystack 1.91 100 94 0.94 80 80 1.00

Haystack 1.38 100 97 0.97 70 70 1.00

La Posta 0.86 38.0 37.5 0.99 33 33 1.00

aystack 0.69 95 95 1.00 70 70 1.00

This small region lies very near a filament, which nakes

interpreting the maps rather difficult. In order to avoid

this difficulty, we will concentrate on the main coronal

hole. Since this coronal hole covers a large range of

latitudes, we can gain some additional information by

determining the coronal hole spectrum not only at the

position of greatest contrast, but also at a larger aiming

parameter near the limb.

Table 8 presents the data for two different positions
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in the coronal hole. The first is at the region of greatest

contrast (about 40"S) and the second is near the

photospheric limb. In general, near the limb the brightness

contrast is much less. However, it is interesting that the

1iaystack map at 0.69 cm and the Itapetinga map at 0.70 cm

.uggest a slightly increased contrast between the coronal

hole and the normal brightness near the limb. The Haystack

map it 1.93 cm shows very little contrast near tile limb,

except for two small regions near the coronal hole. The one

(in the left shows a depression of about 2%, while the one on

the right shows an enhancement of about 1-2%. This slightly

,nhanced region (which is almost directly on the central

.ieridi an) nay not be within the area of the coronal hole and

nay, therefore he a re ion similar to thle sli',ht

1 I i~&' o' L :i ri .tr ti ntorthern coronal hole. I f, however,

this rL2ion is within the coronal hole, the result would be

consistent with the earlier results discussed in Chapter 3.

The Spj[ectra of the Southern Coronal Hole - u 17

Table I) 5;ives the coronal hole spectra at tile points of

highest contrast and near the limb for July 17. The Culgoora

160 !11Iz map is sufficiently clear in the southern hemisphere

(as opposed to the northern hemisphere - see above) to allow

its to include it in the determination of the spectrum. As

with the northern coronal hole, the rsults are similar

enough to the results for July 16 to be considered

consistent. Figure 46 shows the spectra for the southern

coronal hole for both days and both positions.
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TABLE 9

Spectra of the Southern Coronal 1lole - July 17

1) i sk L imb
Obs. X ( c) Tq Th Th /Tq Tq Th  Th /Tq

Culgoora 375 335 290 0.86 170 145 ').36

Cul ,,oora 187 305 245 0.80 215 135 0.386

Arecibo 21 .4 130 88 0.67 1W) 380 0.30

Arecibo 11.5 155 105 0.63 125 1o0 ().10

Uaystack 3.81 100 87 0.87 94 90 0.96

'laystack 1 .93 100 97 0.97 92 )0 0.93

!iaystack 1.33 100 97 0.97 90 90 1.00

La Posta 0.86 38.0 37.5 0.99 34 34 1.00

Itapetinga 0.70 99 98 0.99 35 85 1.00
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Chapter 5

SPECTRA AND CORONAL 'IOLE MODELS

5.1. The Spectra of Coronal Holes

Over the period covered by this contract we have been

able to determine radio spectra for four lifferent coronal

holes. In one case, the southern coronal hole in July, 1971,

we were even able to determine the spectrum at two different

positions inside the hole, one near the polar limb and the

other at the point of highest contrast at about 400S

lat itude.

Although the individual spectra are discussed in the

previous chapters, it is instructive to compare all of then

here to see if there are any significant differences among

the different coronal holes. Overall, the results are quite

consistent, and the differences between coronal holes seem

to be within the error bars of our observations and

analysis. The greatest area of disagreement occurs around

2.0 cm. The spectrum for CHI of 1973 and the spectrum for

the coronal hole of September, 1977 both show a slight

enhancement of approximately 2% around this wavelength. On

the other hand, neither of the two coronal holes in the

July, 1973 data show this enhancement, although in one case

there was a region near and possibly inside the coronal hole

that does show an enhancement. As was pointed out in the

previous chaptet, the Haystack data for July, 1978 do show a

region of enhanced emission near the northern coronal hole

but not inside the hole, while the southern cornal hole

shows a slight enhancement near the limb which may or may
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not be Inside the corona1 hole.

it is intervsting to note that tile data for C1II indicate

a depression of about 3% at 2.8 cm (Furst and llirth, 1975)

and a depression of ahout 2% at 3.8 cm. This rather odd dip

in the spectrum is suspicious and may indicate that the

errors in determining tile relative brightness temperatures

were -reater than estimated. If so, the data are consistent

with no detectable difference in brightness temperature

aroun] 2 cm between a coronal hole and the quiet solar

hackg rou nd .

Finally, it must be pointed out that the spectrum near

tile limb for the July, 1978 southern coronal hole shows much

less contrast when compared with the spectrum of the same

coronal hole on the disk. This, however, is to be expected,

since near the limb we do not reach as deep into the solar

atmos;ihere, where the effects are more pronounced, as we do

near the center of the solar disk.

.2 . lodeltn - Procedures

'laving determined the radio spectrum of a given coronal

hole, we now want to use it to obtain the changes that occur

in the electron density, temperature, and neutral particle

density profiles inside the coronal hole. The brightness

temperature at any given wavelength is a function of the

temperatures, electron densities, and neutral particle

densities along the ray path to tae observer. At shorter

wavelengths the emission originates deeper inside the solar
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A-,IIUbjIJ1eLe, while at longer wavelengths It originates hig-her

up. With observations available from .7 cm to 375 cm, I.e.

over vore than 9 octaves, we are able to gain information

from as deep as the lower chromosphere, through the

important transition zone and all the way to the outer

corona.

The process of analyzing the data consists essentially

of using a ray tracing procedure to compute the brightness

temperature of the sun at a given wavelength and radial

distance (aiming parameter) from the center of the solar

disk. This is done first for the quiet sun and then for a

sequence of modified solar atmospheres. The ratios of the

computed brightness temperatures for the modified and the

quiet solar atmosphere at a series of wavelengths are used

to construct the radio spectrum for a particular modified

model of the solar atmosphere. This is then compared with

the actual radio spectrum of coronal holes deduced from our

observations in an effort to determine the modified model

th1a1t most closely matches the observed spectral

characteristics of coronal holes.

This procedure requires a standard atmosphere for the

tiiet sun which can then he modified to find the changes

inside the coronal holes. The model we have used for the

quiet sun atmosphere is the Boston University Solar odel

(Papagiannis and Kogut; 1975, 1976) which follows the

Vernazza, et al. (1973) model for the chromosphere up to a

height of 2400 km above the photosphere, and is then

connected using the method described by Withbroe (1970) to a

iL _
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Dupree-Goldberg (1967) model for the transition zone and the

corona. The electron density, 'Ie, the temperature, T, and

the collision frequency, V , of the model near the critical

transition zone are shown in Figure 47, while the complete

listing of the different parameters of the model is given in

Appendix I.

The brightness temperature, Tb , is given by the inte:gral

along the ray path

Tb= hTeUdz (1)

where T is the plasma temperature and T Is the optical

depth. Since this is actually calculated in discrete steps,

the brightness temperature is approximated by the expression

Tb I Tm e- m ATm  (2)
m

where T is the optical depth to layer m and is given by the
m

sun
m-i

Tm = AT k  (3)
k=1

The equation for a ray trajectory is (Pawsey and Smerd;

1953) dr
0 = a dr (41

f r/P r
2 _ a2
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where r and 0 are sun centered polar co-ordinates, a is the

ailing parameter (i.e. the radial distance of the

observation point from the center of the solar disk), and 0i

is the real part of the complex index of refraction. Both r

and a are neastred in terms of the photospheric radius, R

Fhe optical depth is related to the absorption coefficient,

r, by the expression

K Ar
AT =m ASm (5)

cos 8m

where As is the path length through layer m.
m

The ahsorption coefficient,< m  , in layer m, is a function

of the plasma frequency . 1, and the collision frequency,

in this layer, and the radio frequency, f, of the
C ,m
observations. When the imaginary component of the refractive

index i s -nch less than I and the real component, 1 , is

close to 1, the absorption coefficient can be approximated

,)y the expression

2 f 2

Kp,m
K Pm V (6)c f2 c'm

Tho collision frequency is the sum of the collision

frequency of elect rons with neutral particles,v n and then ,m

collision frequency of electrons with ionsvi

V = v + V = C N T + C. N T - 3/2
c'M n,m l lm n n,m m i,m e,m m
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whe re .4im is the density of neutral part ices, eM t tie

electron density, which is assummed to be essentially equal

to the ion density, and T is the plasma temperature. 'lcolet

(1973) gives for Cn  the value Cn - 5.4 x 1O- 10
, while

Ginzburg (1961) gives an expression for Ci in the range of

30-50 with only a logarithmic dependence on ;e and T. In

general the absorption coefficient also depends in a highly

complex way on the magnetic field, but for the frequencies

of interest here and the magnetic field strengths

characteristic of coronal holes, the magnetic field effects

are essentially negligible, and can therefore he neglected.

Once the temperature and particle density profiles are

known, the ray tracing procedure (equation 4) can be used to

follow the path of the ray and the brightness temperature of

the emerging ray will be given by equation 2. In order to

account for different changes of the quiet atmosphere nmodel

in different height ranges inside the cornal hole, we have

divided the standard atmospheric model into five regions:

the photosphere (0 - 600 kin), the inner chromosphere

(600-2300 km), the outer chromosphere (2300 - 2465 kin), the

transition zone (2465 - 2520 kin), and the corona (2520 -

700,000 km). Since our radio data provide no information

about the photosphere, this region played no role in our

analysis and therefore was left unmodified. The upper four

regions were given the numerical designations: lower

chromosphere (0), upper chromosphere (1), transition zone

(2), and corona (3).

In each of these upper four regions, the electron



density can he modified by multiplying the density of each

layer in a region by a numerical factor a. (i-0.1,2,3).1

Similarly, the temperature of each region can be modified by

multiplying the temperatures by a factor 6. • For the

modification of the neutral particle density we use a single

factor, y, for all the regions because their effects are

important at only the lower regions which are reached only

by the shorter wavelengths. A different form of modification

is achieved by changing the thickness of each of the upper

four regions. The thicknesses are changed by multiplying

them with the factors i (i 0 - 3), which in effect change

tie gradients of all quantities in each region. If the

modifications in two adjacent regions are different, the

corresponding physical quantities are interpolated near the

boundary so as to assure a smooth transition from one region

to the next. 4ht'n all the numerical factors mentioned above

are equal to unity we simply have the standard solar model.

The entire procedure of modifying the standard

atmuspheric model, tracing ray paths and obtaining

hri!,;htness temperatures at several wavelengths, normalizing

the brightness teiiperatures to the corresponding values for

the unmodified atmosphere, and finally plotting the entire

radio spectrum for a particular modification of the standard

nodel is accomplished by a single computer program. This

program is listed in Appendix 1I along with a sample input

and output.

Although it is possible to determine the effect of

changing a single parameter, in general these parameters
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interact with each other in non-lInear w:ys, as is tile c.140

between electron density and temnperattirt,. % particular

example is the relation between the electron density and the

depth of tile transition zone. The total nuo'ber of elect roti;

in tie transitiol zone does not pear to C,1.,0 0 Vr.

"n I tf i c nt a i, i L eo x :i nd s j n a coronal !':. W1 ; W11011 ' !W

transition zone expands by a factor of about or s,, , was

sutgested by X1JV Jata from Skylab (Bohl n, et al. , 1)7';

;tuher, et al., 1974; Withbroe, 1977), the electron number

density decreases to about 20% of the nioria I value. rll e

effect of the different modifications on tile observed

hri;-htness depends also on the aiming, parameter, a, since at

different values of the aiming parameter the rays follow

different paths through the solar atmosphere. Aear the I lab,

for example, at longer wave lengths we have the phenomenon of

limb brightening, which tends to obscure the effects of

coronal holes.

It must he mentioned that the entire modeling procedure

:.e have followed assumes a spherically syrmne t ric solar

at-iosphere and ne'.lects changes toward tile polar regi

wih ich are actually nresent. We are mostly intereste,l

however, in the ,modifications of a given profile of the

solar atmosphere inside a coronal hole. The use of a

smmewhat different profile in the polar regions would simply

produce sonewhat different modifications more appropriate

fur this -ndel, but overall the changes are likely to Ihe iii

the same direction as in the case of the stnindarJ a)odel.



.I. odeliing - Results

I'o obtain a model for the solar atmosphere inside a

coronal hole, we begin by determining the effects on the

spectrum ot changing each parameter of the standard model

eparately. These effects, of course, will be somewhat

di ffere.nt for different values of the the aiming parameter,

.1. If chaning a1 Single parameter, such as ;t or T, doesn't

prodimc{, the desired results we try cominations of the two

parameters for:ng ;n grid of different numerical values for

and The fitting of the coronal hole spectrum proceeds

from t !iv longer wavelength end because this corresponds to

thbe ,- mfor ilost I ivers and is not affected by changes in the

loier re',ions. We then proceed to the shorter wavelengths

and t he deeper layers of the atmosohere. Once a reasonably

%.,ood fit is founl for the entire spectrum, the parameters

"All he furthir modified by small amounts to improve the fit.

TO d.U1ons trate how this procedure works we will consider

i ,e.til tie process as it applied to one particular

corLi hale, the so thern coronal hole of July 1973. Fig"ure

* s h v o ,l 1 t v ) red brightness temperature ratios and the

observe , rat ios for the southern coronal hole of July 17,

I -1.5. lm' Ipre! i:inary estimates for the parameters are given

i n T.'i, l :1 I.
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Preliminary Parameter Estimates
Southern Coronal Hole Disk Spectrum - July 17, 1978

0 0.8 0.9 0.8 2.5

1 0.8 0.3 0.8 2.0
2 0.15 0.45 0.8 6.0
3 0.3 0.3 0.8 1 .0

In Figures 49 - 56 we show the procedure used to refine

the original estimates. Each graph contains 4 curves plus

the measured spectrum. In each case, two parameters in one

region (e.g. CaI and Bi ) have been modified around the

initial estimates. From this set of graphs the effects of

varying the different parameters around the initial

estimates can be determined. The dominant effect of changing

parameters in the chromosphere (regions 0 and 1) is observed

at w4avelen-ths shorter than about 5 cm. Varying the

parameters in the transition zone (region 2) primarily

affects the wavelength range from about 5 cm to 50 cm, while

chan ;in; the corona (region 3) affects primarily the

wavelengths longer than 50 cm but of course also has some

affect on wavelen;ths in the 5 cm to 50 cm range.

One significant effect is that of changing the thickness

of a region (parazaeter r ). Increasing the thickness of a

reglon while keeping the density and temperature unchanged

results in an enhanced brightness temperatuee at wavelengths

which emanate primarily from the modified region. However,

if at the same time the density is decreased so as to

maintain a constant number of particles in the region, the

two effects tend to cancel out, and only a small change in

brightness results.

t - -~
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After observing the effecL- produced by chan:,ing

different pairs of parameters, improved fits to the observed

spectrum can be made by varying all the parameters over a

limited range. The result of this final refinement of the

parameters is shown in Figure 57 and the values of the

parameters are given in Table 11.

TARLE 11

Final Parameter Estimates

Southern Coronal 1fole Disk Spectrum - July 17, 1978

. a. 0.

0 0.8 0.8 0.8 2.0

1 0.7 0.8 0.8 2.5
2 0.16 0.45 0.8 6.0
3 0.8 0.7 0.8 1.0

Our best results for the coronal hole modeling come from

the July, 1978 observations. We have used these data to

produce models of both the southern coronal hole and the

northern coronal hole for both July 16 and July 17. In

addition, we have produced separate models for the two

different aiming parameters for the southern coronal hole.

These results are summarized in Figures 57 - 62. In each

figure the observed spectrum is shown as open boxes, while

the theoretical spectrum is shown as open circles. As can be

seen, the models fit the observations quite well. The values

of the parameters for each model are listed in Table 12. We

note that the parameters are quite consistent both for the

two different days and for the two coronal holes.

L_
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TN1, E 12

3OB ' I N CORONAL OLE DISK SP' CTRIrI

July 16 July 17
a 8 Y a B3 y

3 .73 .3 .3 1 .5 .3 .8 .3 2.0
1 .77 .- .3 2.3 .7 .3 .8 2.5
2 .16 .45 .8 6.0 .16 .45 .3 6.0
3 .75 .7 .8 1.0 .8 .7 .8 1.0

Southern Coronal tlole 1, i:nb Spectruia

July 16 July 17

B y Ca B Y

0 .35 .35 . 3 1.0} .35 .3') .25 1 .0(
1 . () .35 .35 2.1 .30 .85 .35 2.1
2 .16 .45 .85 6.0 .16 .45 .35 6.0
3 .36 .90 .35 1.0 .35 .33 .85 1.0

Northern Coronal hIole

July 16 July 17

B y a B Y

9 .3 .3 .3 2.0 .8 .3 .3 2.0
I .7 .8 .3 2.5 .7 .8 .3 2.5
2 .16 .45 .3 6.0 .16 .45 .8 6.0
3 . .7 .3 1.0 .8 .7 .3 1.0

The layers of the solar atmosphere which contribute the

I;irv;e t fraction of the radio flux observed, vary fro m

wavelenth to wavelength. Figures 63 and 64 show the

contrlhiutLio to the flux as a function of height for

differenit wavelengths. These figures are derived from the

-nodel of the southern coronal hole, but using a slightly

different modification for a different coronal hole does not

si-ificantly alter the contribution profiles.
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AIMING PARAMETER -0.70
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5.4. Conclusions

The models we have computed for coronal holes are quite

consistent from one hole to another and from one viewing

angle (aiming parameter) to another. The general features

are:

1) The chromosphere expands in thickness by about a

factor of 2, but apparently fills in with inaterial

from the photosphere, since the values for Nn and

Ne both decrease by only about 20%. The

controversial enhancement near 2 cm can be

obtained through a significant increase of the

neutral particle density in this region.

2) The transition zone expands in thickness by about a

factor of 5 to 6 and the electron density drops by

a similar factor.

3) The corona itself does not appear to expand, but is

depleted in particle density.

4) The temperatures are typically reduced by about

20%, except in the transition zone, where the

reduction is around 50%. This indicates continued

heating of these regions despite their expansion.

The coronal hole models obtained, together with other

relevent information, such as solar wind speeds, etc., can

now be used to develop a quantitative understanding of the

physical processes operating inside coronal holes and to

bring theory and observations into full agreement. This is a

task that was beyond the goals of this project, but we hope

to be able to undertake it in the near future.
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APPENDIX I
STANDARI) SOLAIR A-rmoSP!IE r S IODEL

HT(km) T(*K) N(el/cm3 ) Nn(part/cm 3)
487720.0 1718400,0 0.76684e 07 0.00000e 00
437720.0 1739800.0 0,9 3640e 07 0.00000e 00
387720.0 1762300,0 0,11620e 08 0.O0000e 00
357720.0 1776500.0 0.13341e 08 0.O0000e 00
327720.0 1791200,0 0.15426e 08 0.00000e 00
297720.0 1806500.0 0%17975e 08 0.00000e 00
267720.0 1822400.0 0.21118e 08 O.O0000e 00
237720.0 1839000.0 0,25037e 08 0.00000e 00
207720.0 1856200.0 0.29977e 08 0.O0000e 00
177720.0 1874200.0 0,36282e 08 0.O0000e 00
147720.0 1893000.0 O.44434e 08 0.O0000e 00
117720.0 1912700.0 0.55130e 08 0,O0000e 00
87720.0 1933300.0 0,69391e 08 0.00000e 00
77720.0 1940400,0 0,75181e 08 0.O0000e 00
67720.0 1947600.0 0.81603e 08 0.00000e 00
57720.0 1955000.0 0,88743e 08 0.O0000e 00
47720.0 1962500.0 0.96696e 08 0,O0000e 00
37720.0 1970100,0 0,15000e 09 0.00000e 00
27720.0 1959700,0 0.15309e 09 0.O0000e 00
17720.0 1692900.0 0,17721e 09 0.O0000e 00
16720.0 1659900.0 0.18074e 09 0.00000e 00
15720.0 1625200.0 0.18460e 09 0.O0000e 00
14720.0 1588600.0 0.18885e 09 0.O0000e 00
13720.0 1549700.0 0.19358e 09 OO0000e 00
12720.0 1508400,0 0.19889e 09 0,O0000e 00
11720.0 1464100.0 0,20491e 09 0.00000e 00
10720.0 1416200.0 0.21183e 09 0.O0000e 00
9720.0 1364000.0 0,21994e 09 0.O0000e 00
8720.0 1306400.0 0.22964e 09 0O.0000e 00
7720.0 1241800.0 0.24158e 09 0.00000e 00
6720.0 1167700,0 0.25691e 09 0.O0000e 00
5720.0 1080000,0 0,27779e 09 0,O0000e 00
4720.0 970070.0 0.30926e 09 0,O0000e 003720.0 816610.0 0, 36737e 09 0.00000e O00
2720.0 503800.0 0.59548e 09 0.O0000e 00
2620.0 428270.0 0,70049e 09 0,O0000e 00
2520.0 286250.0 0,10480e 10 O,O0000e 00
2510.0 257990.0 0.11628e 10 0,00000e 00
2500.0 219070.0 0.13694e 10 0,00000e 00
2495.0 190820,0 0.15722e 10 0,O0000e 00
2490.0 145250,0 0.20654e 10 0.00000e 00
2489.0 130290,0 0,23025e 10 0,O0000e 00
2488.0 109290.0 0.27450e 10 0,O0000e 00
2487.0 65000,0 0,69420e 10 0,99942e 06
2485.0 15000.0 0.97000e 10 0.59965e 07
2484.0 34000.0 0,12390e 11 0,39997e 08
2483.0 27000.0 0,14920e 11 0.21000e 09
2482.0 24000.0 0,15770e 11 0.52000e 09
2481.0 22500,0 0,15790e 11 0,83000e 09
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MODEL SOLAR ATMOSPHERE USED IN OUR COMPUTATIONS

HT(km) T(K) N(el/cm3 ) N,(part/cm3 )
2480.0 22000,0 0.15820e 11 0.96000e 09
2465.0 21000,0 0.16420e 11 0.10200e 10
2445.0 20600,0 0.17090e 11 0.97000e 09
2415.0 20400,0 0,17830e 11 0,94000e 09
2375,0 20300.0 0.18660e 11 0.97000e 09
2315.0 20200,0 0,19670e 11 0.11600e 10
2305.0 19800.0 0.20110e 11 0.13900e 10
2302.0 16000.0 0,22670e 11 0.33700e 10
2298,.0 13000.0 0,25020e 11 0.63600e 10
2295.0 8800.0 0.28990e 11 0.13930e 11
2282.0 8550,0 0.28360e 11 0.17760e 11
2268.0 8300.0 0.27600e 11 0,21880e 11
2235.0 7800.0 0,26260e 11 0.32230e 11
2170.0 7300.0 0.24590e 11 0.52880e 11
2095.0 6940,0 0,22970e 11 0.84160e 11
2030.0 6720,0 0.21840e 11 0,12207e 12
1945.0 6620.0 0.22210e 11 0.18554e 12
1810.0 6560.0 0.25280e 11 0.35890e 12
1690.0 6500.0 0.29320e 11 0.66508e 12
1560.0 6440.0 0.37480e 11 0.13526e 13
1430.0 6390.0 0.51500e 11 0.28774e 13
1280.0 6330.0 0.79380e 11 0,72643e 13
1170.0 6230,0 0.10550e 12 0.14850e 14
1030,0 5930.0 0.12690e 12 0,39885e 14
980.0 5760.0 0.12180e 12 0.58694e 14
930.0 5560.0 0,11060e 12 0.88170e 14
880.0 5360.0 0.97280e 11 0,13413e 15
830,0 5150.0 0.85560e 11 0.20715e 15
780.0 4890.0 0,77910e 11 0.32997e 15
730.0 4600.0 0,84240e 11 0.54269e 15
680.0 4350,0 0.11220e 12 0,91350e 15
630.0 4170.0 0,16150e 12 0.15560e 16
605.0 4150,0 0.19610e 12 0,20060e 16
580.P 4150.0 0.24100e 12 0.25760e 16
530.0 4200,0 0.37540e 12 0.41870e 16
480,0 4350.0 0.61510e 12 0.65730e 16
430,0 4500,0 0.99040e 12 0.10160e 17
380.0 4640.0 0.15620e 13 0.15540e 17
330.0 4780.0 0,24310e 13 0.23460e 17
280.0 4930.0 0.37610e 13 0.34940e 17
230.0 5100.0 0,58460e 13 0.51170e 17
180.0 5370,0 0,96450e 13 0.72439e 17
130.0 5750.0 0.18980e 14 0,98574e 17
100.0 6070.0 0.34850e 14 0.11548e 18
80.0 6300.0 0,55110e 14 0,12736e 18
65.0 6600.0 0.95490e 14 0.13403e 18
50.0 7100.0 0.22090e 15 0.13641e 18
30.0 8000.0 0.80400e 15 0.13433e 18
0.0 9000.0 0,26010e 16 0.13495e 18
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APPENDIX 11
RAY TRAC14G PROGRAM

/load fortgl,nsegs=6
/parm deck
/job nogo
c

cccc program "solmfw" c cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc CC

dimension dh(200) ,h(200) , t(2"O) cr(2()O) dtau(200) crm(2 I).
I ar(200) ,br(200),dr(200),bt(21),htq(21 ),specC2l)
integer r,rmml,s,com(40),rcrtn(21).rn,ocr(51),rl ,r2,r3,r p 1,

1 r2pl ,r3pI. ,p, q,rmpl I,ppl , pp2,rml I,rt, r3mI, ,r4 ,r4mI, r(1,
2 relrOpl,rlm3

real 1(21) ,nu(2l),nn(200),rnt2(200),lnu,ne(200),hltel(21),
I hcrl(21),hicr2(21),nue(200) ,nuep(200),nuen(200),
2 tq(200) ,neq(200),ro2(200),hrC21),taurefC21),the(200),
3 thieinf(21) ,er(200) ,xr(200),nnq(200),hiq(20())
logical qflag/. false./,aflg/.false./
integer*4 gtitl(15)

C

rm- 181
c rm =no. of levels in the solar atmosphere.

rmp I =rm+ 1
rmi -rn-I
xc-2 .9979e10

c xc- speed of light (cm/s).
rsun-6 .9 599e5

c rsun -radius of the sun (kmn).
p1-3.141 5927

c pi - that's right, pi.
crd-180.0/pi

c crd - conversion of radians to degrees.
x5- I.0e5

c x5 -number of cm/km.
xkfc= . le-6

c xkfc - constant for computing conductive flux.
xh3-3.*13260e9

c xb3 - constant for computing the plasmna frequency.

do 14 1-1,51
14 ocr~i)-O

do 71 1-4,36,4
71 ocr(i+1)'.1/4

o c r(4 1 )- I
x9m1 .Oe-9

cccc input wavelengths, aimpar, spectrum, and region limits cccccccccc
read (5,*) im

c

c im is the number of wavelengths that are to be processed

do 16 1-1 , im
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16 read (5,617) 1(i)
617 format (3f10.0)
c I(i) -wavelength (cm).
c im , number of wavelengths to process.
3101 read (5,602,end-993) aimpar,spec
6o2 format (f7.0,2Mf.2)

read (5,851)gtitl
851 format(15a4)

aflg-.false.
c spec~i) - coronal hole spectrum.

d2-a ipar*a impar
read (5,611) rO,rI,r2,r3,lp,alfaO,alfal,alfa2,alfa3,beta0,

I bctal,beta2,beta3,gamma

611 format(515,9f6.0)
C

cccc input the quiet sun model ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C

if f(q fI iag))go to 302
read (5,601) (coir(i),i-1,40)
qfla)g. true.

6U1 format (40a2)
c

do I r=1 ,rm
r e ad (5,600,end=')93) hq(r), tq~r),neq(r),nnq(r)

6') format (f8.0,f10.0,el2.0,ell.o)
c hq(r) - altitude of layer r (kmn).
c tq(r) = temperature in layer r (k).
c neq(r)- # electrons per cm**3

C nnq(r)- I neutral atoms per cm**3.
1 continue

C

302 alfa-1 .0
~,If a I1 1 . 0

a 1f a 2 - .0
alIf a 3 -1 .0
beta(11 .0
betal-I .0
b e ta 2 - .0
heta3=1 .0
zetaod1 .0U
zetal1'. .0
z et a 2 -1 .0
zeta3-1 .0
ga-ama-I1 .0
I count-=0
thte(rmpl)=crd*arsin(aimpar*rsun/(hirmpl)+rsun))

c
cccc modify the quiet sun model cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccecc
C

7 rOpl-rO+1
r I p I -r I+1I
r2pl-r2+1
r 3p I-r 3+ 1
r 3m I-r 3- 1
r4-r3-2
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r 4 mlIr 4- I
rim 3-rI -3
dn 9 r-I )ro
t ( r )-t q (r )

9 ne(r)-neq(r)
C

tp-tq( rO)
do 6 r-rOpl,rl
t(r)-tp+heta0*Ctq(r)-tp)

6 ne(r)=neq( r)*alfaO

tp-tq( ro)
do 8 rrlpl,r2
t(r )=tn,+betal* (tq( r)-tp)
if (t(r).Ft.tq(r2)) t(r)-tq(r2)

13 ne( r )neq (r) *al1fal

t p- t(r2)
do 19 r-r3,rm
t( r)-tp+heta3*(CtqCr )-r p)

19 ne(r )=aeq(r )*alfa3
t(rmpl )=t(rm)

C

tp-t (r2)
do 17 r-r2p1,r3m1
t~r)=tp+beta2*(tq~r)-tp)

17 ne(r)-neq~r)*alfa2
c

C

c recompute the altitude of each level
c this also changes the gradients ti each region
C

do 900 r=1,rO
900 tr)-hq(r)

hl-hq Cr0)
do 901 rrOpl rI
h(r)=hl+zetaO*(hq(r)-hq~r-1))

901 11l-h(r)

do 902 r-rllp1,r2

902 hl-h(r)
do 903 r~r2p1,r3inl
h(r)uhtl+zetai2*(hq(r)-Ihq(r-1))

903 hl-h(r)
do 904 rinr3,rm
h(r)-hl+zeta3*Chq(r)-hq~r-I))

904 hli-h(r)
do 905 r1l,rn
x Cts un+h Cr) ) /rsun
ro2( r)-x*x

905 continue

do 2 r-2,rmml

2 dh(r)-h(-h +1)h - *l
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(lb ( rn)-h ( rmn )-h ( rinm I )
C Jh(r)- shell thickness (Win).

Ii (ro p1) =Ii(rn) +()5* d h Cro)
C

c -natch the electron density at r4-->r3.
s3-( neC r3l )-nie( r3) )/ ( h(r3pl )-h( r3) )
do 2) r-r2p , r3
nep-ne(r3)+s3*Ch~r)-h~r3))
if (ne(r).ge.nep) go to 23
ne ( r)=n ep

21 continue
c
c ;iatcli the temperature at r4=->r3.

s4=(t~r3)-t(r4))/(h(r3)-h(r4))
do 29 r=r4,r3

29 t( r)t(r4)+s4*(h(r)-h(r4) )
C

c .iatch the electron density at r-rln13==>rl+l.
sl=(ne(rl)-nie(rlm3))/(hi(rlp)-(rln3))
do 26 r=rlm3,rlll

20 fie( r)-ne( rl n3)+sl*(ti( r)-h( rim I))
c

d o I I r =I , rin
,am = g a in ma
if (gam.eq.I.00) gotoll1
if (nnq(r).le.0.0) go to 11
a I fa e n e(r )/Ineq (r)
hetae-tq(r)/t(r)

c betae is inverted!
,a noa K =hetae+(2 .0*neq(r)/nnq(r))*(betae-alfae)
if (gamma. ;t .gammax) g am =,;ain ina x

11 nn(r)=nnj(r)*gam
c

Ccc electron collision frequencies ccccccccccccccccccccccccccecccecccc
c

C nicule t, in. ( 19 53) , "the collision f requency of electrons in the
c ionosphere", journal of atmospheric and terrestrial physics,
C vol. 3, pp. 200-211.
C

c constunts for collisions with neutrals.
2 1 xkn=2.60)22e6

s~g=2.0c-8
c sig - collision listance for electrons with neutrals (cm).

s is-2-sg*s ig
c constants for collisions with~ positive ions.

x32-(-3 .0/2 .0)
x 23- (-2 .0 / 3.0)
x bI -I . 6166 8
xk4-5 .729 65e6

do ()1 r - , rm
nuen(r)-xkn*nn(r)*sig2*sqrt(t( r))

c nuen(r) - collision frequency between electrons and neutrals.
c

al2-aloA(l.0+(xk4*t(r)*t(r)*(2.l*ne(r))**x23))
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nuep(r)-xbl*al2*ne~r)*(t~r)**x32)
c nuep~r) - collision frequency between electrons and protrons.
C

15 nue( r)=nuep~r)+nuen~r)
c nue(r) -electron collision frequency.
C

cccc output the :node 1 cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c

if~lp.eq.-I)go to 311
write(ll,616)Ccom~j),j-1,40),rO,alfa0,beta0,zeta0,rl,alfal,

I betal I,zetaI, r2,aIf a2 , bta2 ,zeta2 ,r3 aIf a3 be ta3 ,zeta3 ,
2 gamma,airnpar
write (l 11 03)

603 format C 0511 r 11 dli t ne
1 nn nue nuep nuen ratio f P*P/f/3x
2,102h () (kin) (kin) (k) (cm**-3) (cm**-3) (hz)
3 (hz) (01z) c/s*cm*c,.nI

C

311 do 22 r-2,ri
ratio =n uen Cr) /n ue p (r)

fcondd-fcond
if Cfcondd.eq.0.00) fcondd-1.00)
p2of-ne(r)*t~r)*ne~r)*t~r)/fcondd
alfac-ne( r )/neq Cr)
betae-t~r)/tq~r)
if~lp.eq.-I)go to 22
write (11,604) r,h(r),dh(r),t(r),ne~r),nn(r),nue(r),nuep(r),

1 nuen(r) ,ratio, fcond,p)2of,alfae,betate
604 format (16,fg.O,f8.1 ,f9.0,li)5elO.3,5e9.2)

if Cr.eq.rl.or.r.eqor2.or.r.eq.r3.or.r.eq.rO) write (11 ,615)
615 format (lx,13(10h... .. ..
22 continue

cccc optical depth and contribution function routines cccccccccccccccc

cccc initialize variables.
do 5 11im
nu i )-xc/l( i)

c nu~i) - frequency corresponding to 1(1) (hz).
b t( i ) = .*
h tel Ci ) = .*
hcrlCi )= .0
hcr2( i)=0.0
rcrm( i)- I

5 crm 1)-0 .0
c

c c
cccc wavelength loop.
c c
c

do 999 i1I,im
lnu-alog~nu~i))

c

if (l~i).ge.0.050) go to 13
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write (6,607) (com~j),J=1 ,40) ,l(i)
write (6,613)

613 format (5x, 57hthe reyleigh-jeans approximation is used in this p
Irogra'n./5x, 72hthis makes computations at wavelengths less th~an .
2050 cm inappropriate.)
go to 999

C

cccc compute dtau for each layer and locate the turning-point level.
13 lhl=l~i)*1(i)

om-2.0*pj *n ()
oin2 om~'om
mu2( rmpl )-1 .00

P=
0

do 10 j=L,rn
r=rmplI- j
orno2=xb3*ne( r)
y p-=o n2 +n ueC(r ) *n u e r)
xrnf'= I.Of-(omo2/yp)
xnf=nne(r)*omo2/(om*yp)
ypp=( xnf*xnf ) / xinf*xmf)
chi2=0.25*xnf*yprp*(1.0-0.25*ypp))
nu2 (r )xmf+ch 12

if (mu2(r).le.0.00) go to 60
c if (mu**2.le.0.0O)) the wave is reflected.

zi=1.(0-(d2/(mu2(r)*ro2(r))
if (zi.le.0.00) go to 60

c if (zi.le.0.00) the turning-point has been reached.
dtau(r)-2.0*sqrt(chii2)*om*x5*dh(r)/ Cxc*sqrt(zi))
if (dtau(r)-175.0) 25,24,24

24 ar(r)=1.00
go to 10

25 ar(r)=1 .00-exp(-dtau~r))
10I continue

qo to 61
60 p=r

c p = pointer to t~ie level which reflect-, the ratdio 4,v(,.
C

(C co. ,) itO') ot IC.1l I4 1 h of direct and rof lected rays.
6 1 P pp= p i-

dr(rmpl )=0.0)
dtati(rmpl )=0.O()

jt-rmpl-p I
do 30 j= , j t
r= rm p -j
rpl= r+1

30 dr(r)-dr(rpl )+dtau(rpl)
C dr(r) - optical depth of level r (direct ray).

02 pp2pn+2
do 27 r'mpp2,rni
er(r)-dr(p)
rml-r-1
do 27 qppl,rml

27 erC r)=erC r)+dtau(q)
c er(r) -optical depth of level r (reflected ray).
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er(ppI )-dr(p)
t auref( I )=,I r( p)

c tauref(i) = optical depth of turning-point.
C

cccc compute contribution from each level.
do 32 r=ppl,rm
)r( r )=O .0
if (dr(r)-175.0) 31,28,23

31 br(r)=br(r)-xp(-dr(r))
23 if (er(r)-175.0) 36,32,32
36¢ br(r)=br(r)+exp(-er(r) )
32 xr(r)=t(r)*air(r)*br( r)

c xr(r) = contribution from level r (k).
c

cccc find tlie brL t . temp., the peak of the cont. fn. and its locdtion.
do 40 r=pnl , rn
cr(r)=xr(r)/dh(r)

c cr(r) = contribution function (k/km at level r).
if (crm(t)-cr(r)) 33,40,40

33 crm(i)=cr(r)
c crm(i) = maximum value of cr(r).

rcrm( i)=r
c rcrm(l) = location of the peak value of cr(r).
40) bt(i)=ht(i)+xr(r)

c bt(i) = brightness temperature at wavelenght l(i) (k).
C

cccc normalize the contribution and tile contrihution function.
c

if (crm(t).eq.0.O0) ,o to 72
xa= I.0/crm(i)
d) 41 r=ppl,rm

41 cr(r)=cr(r)*xa
c cr(r) is now tile normalized contribution function.
C

72 xa( .)
do 69 r=ppl,rm

if (Ka-xr(r)) 63,69,69
61 xaqxr(r)
h9 cont inue

C

if (xa.eq.(J.00) go to 73
xal .O/xa
do 67 r-ppl,rm

67 xr(r)= xr(r) xa
C

cccc define variables for output.
73 ar(rnpl )= .0

br(rmpl )-1.00
cr(rripl )-0()0 1O

er(rmpl )=O.00
xr(rmpl )-0.00(
dtau( p).0.O
ar(p)=').0
br (p)=O, or
cr(p) ,) .O0)
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eL k p )=J .00

xr( p )=' .00
the( 1p )=0 .0
hrC i )=tC p)

c hr(i) = height of reflection level.
c
cccC compute theta at each layer.

y=a impa r*c rd/rsun
rt=rm+ppl
do 70 j=ppl,rm

r= rt - j
x=y*dh( r)/sqr t (ro2(r)*(mu2(r)*ro2(r)-d2))
the(r)=the(r+ I)+x

/ 1 cont i fue

c t'ie( rcipl) was defined above.
he i n f ( )= It he ( p )

C

cccc determine the altitudes of the half power points of cr(r).
49 if (crm(i).eq.O.0O) go to 74

j= rc rm( i )
jm I = j - I
do 40 r=p, jil

if (cr(s)- ).5) 43, 7,46
4h cont me

h cr2 i)=(-99.0)
c hr r2 (i )=-9')9.() means that the model does not go deep enouhi.

,() to 5)
74 !cr2 ( i ) =(- ,, .))

her] (t)=(-386.0)

c hcr+('i) = -80.) means there is no contribution at this .javeln to.
0 to 56

7 hc r2 ( I )=Ii( s)

,-k to 501

48 r2( i- -

c hcr2(i) = lower half-power point of the cont. fn.

j f (j-rmil) 52,51 ,51

51 hc rl (i )(-') ) .())
c hcrI (i )=-999.() rmeans that the model does not go high enougi

w: to 56
52 Jo 53 r-j,rnpl

if (cr(s)-( .S) 55,54,53
51 Co t 1te

ic ri (i)=(-999.0)
-o t o 5(

54 hcrl(i)-h(s)

;o t 56
55 r=s-I

hcrl ( i )=((O.5-cr(r))*(h(s)-h(r))/(cr(s)-cr(r)))+h(r)
c hcrl(i) = upper half-power point of the cont. fn.

c
cccc output contribution function for wavelength l(i) ccccccccccccccccc



56 if (1 ).ne.1) go to 44
37 wr I te( 1, 616) (coni( ) , j-1 ,40) , r0,a I fa0 b et a 0 zeta0, ri I,alIfa I

I betal ,zetal , r2 ,a 1fa2 ,beta2 ,zeti2 , r3,,ilfa3 , het~i3 ,zeti.3
2 ga ia , a impa r

~r it e ( 11,607) 1 i)
607 f orm itt ( 5 x / 1 11 w a ve Ie n gt It IF 9 . 3 , 56 It(c m1 6 64x , 2 1 r o nt r ib hut Li rn F

I lrom level I /i
1 13 )h r 11 cm r nn MU*2 d t au ard r e r
2 b r theta 0.1) 0 .2 0.4 0.6 P
30/

5)3h (- kn (d/kg) ------- C-- - --- ) -------

6 I

do 34r=p,rmpl

kmax-xr(r)*4(0+1.O0I
if (kinax.gt.4.1) kmax=41
wri te (1I1,603) r , i( r) , cr( r ) ,iu2( r) dt au( r) , ar( r ,dr( r) ,er( r)
I br~r), the(r),(ocr(k),k=1 ,kinax)

603 f orm at 5 i , f 3 .0 , f 7 .4 , f 7 .4, 5e11).3 3, f 7 .2, 2x ,4 1 i I
if Cr. eq *r i or *r. eq *r2.*or *r *eq *r3 .o r *r eq. rO) write (11 ,615)

34 continue
c

cccc find the heig-ht at which tau equals unity.
44 rt-rm-p

do 39 r=l,rt
s i- r

if (dr(s)-I .0) 39,42,43
39 continue

h t e 1Ci )= C- 999.*0)
c hitel () 0= -999.0 means taul1 not reached above tturoio-point.

i,,o to 999
42 htel~i)=h~s)

go to 999
43 r=s+l

c htel~i ) = height at tiu=1 at wavelengyth 1(l) (kin).
99.) continue
C

cccc wavelength dependent parame ters cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
C

if(lin.eq.-1)go to 312
write(1l,6l6)(com(j),j140),rO),alfaO,betaO,zetaO,r1 alfal,

I betil ,zetil ,r2,ailfa2 ,bet i2 ,zeta2,r3,ailfa3,betai3,zeta3,
2 gamnna,aimpar

312 do 997 1=1,imi
flu Ci) o u0I) * x9
s-rcrm(i)
Lnu-alopg10(l(i))
if~lp.eq.-1)?go to 310

997 write (11,610) 1(i),niu~i),bt(t),lnu,hi(s),hitel(i),crn(l),hicr2Ci ),
I lcrl(I) ,hir(i) ,tauref(i ), thetnf(i)

61P) format (5x , I 4wavelIe n),t It 0 ,pfI 0 .3 ,26h cm * frequency
I- f ) .3 ,25h ghz I) hr igt t emp. , f I o. 0,7 I k *
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2 5x, 14hiiog wavlngt , fl).3,26h -- * 1O. cfn. f ..

3, f9. I,25h k m * ht. tau = 1.0 =, f11.1 7 h k.n */
4 x, 14h cfn. pk. =,lpelO.3,26h k/km * 'its. cfn. =
5=,flpf9.l ,4h ==>, f9. I ,3It km,25x, ih*/

0 5x ,14href lect. It t . = , f 10 . I , 26h km * t it ; i t ref Ic L.
7=,Ipe9.2,25h -- * th. reflect. =,Opf1i).3,7h dej. */)

C
81 J if (lcount.eq.d) go to 3
C

wri te(6 ,h6 )(con(j ), j=1,40)), ro),alfaO),IetaiO, z(taO, rl ,alt al,

i betal ,zetal ,r2,alfa2,1)eta2,zeta2,r3,alf'i3,beta3,zeta3,

2 4, amma a i 1) ait r
SI% ftorina L (I hI/4x,4()a2//Sx,61, rO =,i3,1 lh , alfa =IIS .2,)lh

ita) =,fS.2,1Ih , zetaO =,f5.2/ Sx,6h ri =,i3,/ lhi , alfai =,

I t 5 .2 , IhI I , beta =, f5.2,111) , zetal = ,f .2
I / x ,oi r 2 ,i 3,1 lh , alfa2 =,f5.2,1 li , beta2 =,f).2,
. I I , z ta2 = f5 .2/ 5x,6h r3 -,i3,ih , alIFa3 =,f5.2

311h , beta3 , f5 . 2 , 1 1 it , zeta3 =,f 5.2/ 5x,91 t. a ,
3 f6.1, 13h , aia par =,f6.3/)

C

call spectr (ht, bt (, spec, I ,afl ., im, t It i)
afl =.true.

C

20 write(6,b(3)rO,r] ,r2, r3,Ip,alf aU,alflI ,alfa2 ,alf a3,beta,
Ibetal,beta2,beta3,zetaO,zetalzeta2,zeta3,gamna

$03 forma at('linput new parameters. to enter a new spectrum'/
I' or liming parameter enter -1 for r /
2' the old parameters are:' ,5i5,4f6.2/49x,4('.2/49x,4 f6. ,f, ... )

read (9,*) rO,rl ,r2,r3,lp,alfao,alfal ,alfa2,alfai,beta0,
I hetal ,beta2 ,beta3,zetaU,zetal , zeta2 ,zeta3,:;ai::na

It ( p1 . it .- I)afl',=. false.
1) l . I t . -I) Ip=- I
pf ( . gt . I )afl1 ,=. false.

nf l . ,,t. 1) I p= I

i f ze taO. lc.O.())zetaO l .0
i f( ze t al . Ie. () . )zeta I 1 .0
iIf(zet.i2 .le.O.O)zeta2 1.0
i I ( zet a'3 . I e . . () z v L a') 1 .0
if(rO.el.-I)go to 30 1

c 1p is a switch with the following meanings:
C I p= means pr I nt onIy the suama ry table (bri ,htness teuperitki rL,
c 11)1 means print also the normalized contribution functions.
c lp- -1 means only print out tie spect rum.
C

Ic ou i t -Icou nt l-I
, o t o 7

C

C initialize the quiet sun for this aimpar.
3 do 4 i1 ,tin
4 htm(i)- t(i)

c htq(i) - quiet sun brightness temperature (k).
go to 20

C
cccccc cccccc(cccccccccccccc cc ccccccc c cccc cccccc ccccccccc ccc
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s9 sto p
end

/Inc spck
/ Ia t: it
/Inc schispec

- stibrout ine sp)ec. r(hL h tq ,spec, Xl ,af it;, La, t it Ie)
ilt ea~e r t itle (1 5)
real*4 h~t(21),btq(2I ),spec(21),xl(21)
r ealI* 4 qhtt(2 3), IlmndlaC23), pspec( 23)
integer char/Of
logicalIi af I
wr t t e ( 6 91) )

99 f o rnat ( 0 1 lidaj', 5x ,ratto')
d o I0 () I= , I

qbt (i )=btM( /tq (1 )* 100 .
IIn da ( i ) = a I o. ; 1'1) ( x IC I ) )
w ri t eC(G , I i) )1I linda I ) qt I)

I)l format (' ' , 2fll.1.4)

c h a r = c ha r + I
i f ( cIta r. I e.1 3  ;o t o
it f 1.:, = . f a 1 -, e
w r itveC(6 , I i)

1I)l f orna t (' change~ plot ter paper')
19 5c aII pIo t s( 0, (), 5 )

call plot (I .0, I .(, -3)
I(itaf Ii,).,,o t o 50
cha r= I
call symbol(I .5,5.0,0.14 ,title,0.0,6O))
q b t in +1 )2 0.0
q 1)t (I -nii2 2() 2 0
da 11 i-1 !in
pspyec ( I)-spec(i)*100.0

ps pec( Im+ 1)=20).()
pspec(imn+2)=20.0
call scale( I lknda ,9 .0 , im, I)
cillI axis('0.0 90 .0 (, I hlog( la.nda 10 1(), .0,0 .0, I 1:nda( t:n-1-I

Il I da ( iio+2 ) )

c~l ai0.0,0.l,28hbrightness temperatitre ratio, 23,5.0,90.1),

c lII nc( 1lmda ,pspec , , I,-1 ,0p))
50 cl ieIlqtda , bt , in, I -I ,char)

catlI plo)tf (0 .()9.0)
retwirni
e nil
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Sample Input and Output at Computer 
Terminal

x
010

00 0

CX

co a: 0
LL

00

Ii 000

: ri

Ui 
00D--)0

" . .

-';z

Z <0- Z < 0c 4Z

CO X4 0 ..

0 0 0 li I I II .'

' - -

'0 
0

- 4 
- 0

Z .I I - Ia 0

Z w . . ,

-., . j 0. . . . . ,, , t .. .,T C 2: L3 i

7-, z = ,-,,T. -- - t -i
- :- f 0 0<

-,Cc a Q L Z

"A *j c

C Z40 
0A

x. 
zC 0

e- > 1 1 1 ItI X c,' nw' fi

,. 7-1- 
0nz'.4

74 0- f aP U4T

-L0
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